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STEAMhouse



STEAMHOUSE DIGBETH

A PROTOTYPE THAT’S POWERED OUR VISION



HIGHLIGHTS (2018-2020)



A THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED BUILDING MADE FOR          
COLLABORATION AND CROSS-POLLINATION

→ Production space
→ Digital hub
→ Business incubator
→ Academic centres
→ Corporate tenant partnerships
→ Coworking areas
→ Collaboration spaces
→ Workshops and networking
→ Events
→ Community platform

A CENTRE FOR COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION



DRIVING GROWTH ACROSS SECTORS

LOW CARBON / CREATECH / HEALTH / DIGITAL MANUFACTURING 



SUPPORT TO INNOVATE SUPPORT TO START UP & GROW SUPPORT TO LEARN SUPPORT TO 
EXPERIMENT

Consultancy Services

Adapt and 
Diversify

Collaborate 
for Impact

Paper to 
Prototype XR Discovery STEAMhouse 

Incubator

Space as a Service Lettings

Co-working Networking & 
events SME Space Corporate 

Space
STEAM 
Training

Innovation 
Training Short Courses

Students and CPD Executive Ed Competitions
/Prizes/ Calls

Challenge-led
Innovation

Arts & Science 
Showcase

STEAM 
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A space underpinned by support services that meet the 
needs of ambitious enterprises in our region

→ SO MUCH MORE THAN AN OFFICE



THE ARTIST

THE ENGINEER
AND

ART & SCIENCE STANDING SIDE BY SIDE TO CREATE SOMETHING TRULY UNIQUE

WHY STEAM IS AT THE HEART OF EVERYTHING



What is STEAM?

For some it means putting the Sciences in the Arts. For some, 
putting the Arts in the Sciences. For some, it’s a political 
statement on the value of different types of knowledge. For 
some, an attempt to find connections.

For us, the most important thing is that the Arts and Sciences 
are treated with equality. Not equality in being the same - we 
celebrate difference. Equality in the sense of opportunity. 
Equality in the chances for analytical and creative approaches 
to be fully expressed.

STEAM Principles

In our own work at STEAMhouse, we define five principles 
that underpin all our most rewarding activities:

Collaboration
Conversation
Exploration
Newness
Openness

We want to enable individuals, businesses and 
communities with different perspectives to make new 
ideas a reality.



The wheel of 
innovation - why 
STEAM is powerful / 
Valuable / the magic

AN INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM INSTIGATED BY STEAM



POLICY INNOVATION

Leading a partnership of eight cities across 
Europe including; Lisbon, Lazio, Vilnius and 
Zagreb.

The aim of the project was to ensure that
collaborative makerspaces thrive by identifying best 
practice, testing policy approaches and supporting 
our cities/regions in creating receptive conditions.

A policy innovation toolkit  
supporting cities to create 
and amplify collaborative 
makerspaces.

→



SME INNOVATION

Supporting O’Hare and D’Jafer to develop an 
innovation in architectural wall panels.

‘Terrain’ - a free-form typographic shape that is 
morphed to create a large-scale pattern. The 
undulating, contoured leather surface was digitally 
modelled, then moulded using a back-fill silicone 
rubber to preserve the shape.

Digital design and fabrication 
technologies and a small 
grant for IP advice enabled 
this SME to enter new 
markets.

→



INDUSTRY-WIDE INNOVATION

Driving a collaborative innovation process 
that helped key industry stakeholders to 
tackle single use plastics in the house 
building sector.

STEAM Sprint - a series of collaborative online 
workshops designed to help participants frame a 
complex problem and identify opportunities to work 
together on tackling the challenge. 

A commitment and actions in 
partnership to tackle one of the 
industry’s most pressing problems.

→



CURRICULUM INNOVATION

Leading a partnership of Six European HEI's 
that lead STEAM thinking in Europe & The 
Ars Electronica Festival. 

This STEAM Innovation and Curriculum project has 
developed STEAM methods to use in HEI's. The aim 
is to develop the academic offer to support students 
to further STEAM Innovation as part of their learning 
and as a result, in employment or self-employment.

New STEAM teaching methods 
and tool kits to create and amplify 
innovation thinking learners.

→



I can’t stress how beneficial the 
STEAMhouse Incubator has 
been, and still is, for my 
business. The level of support 
and advice has been second to 
none”

Leanna Grant, Founder and CEO, FROW 
Magazine

With the help of STEAMhouse, I’ve 
worked on 3D printed sculptures and 
interactive 3D applications that span 
various immersive technologies such as 
virtual reality and augmented reality

Taran Singh, Director, Taran3D

The STEAM Sprint workshops helped us 
bring together staff from across different 
business units to collaborate in thinking 
about drivers of change, and how that will 
affect our services, and the sectors we 
work in.

Luke Strickland, Environment Team Lead, Mott 
MacDonald

We were able to achieve 
through the knowledge and 
support of STEAMhouse a new 
product within 
a critical time-frame

O’Hare & D’Jafer

“ “

““







OPENING EARLY 2022
COME AND VISIT US!

www.steamhouse.org.u

GOOD THINGS COME TO  
THOSE WHO COLLABORATE



Please get in touch for a tour or a visit later in the year.
We look forward to collaborating with you.

www.steamhouse.org.uk

Ask to reserve a place @ STEAM International Conference 13 July 2021

Jan Gilder / Phase 2 Programme Manager / 30 June 2021

Thank you

https://steamhouse.org.uk/

